PREFATORY

NOTE

TO

PART

III.

THIS Part concludes BA-, and contains the whole of BE-, BI-, BL-, and Bo-.
words *, and includes a number of

articles of

special interest, and several of

It deals with 8765

great difficulty.

It is

a characteristic of the letter B (shared only by some of the smaller letters further on in the alphabet)
that it contains a comparatively small number of words derived from Latin or Greek, and a preponderating
proportion of words of Teutonic origin, first of the native Old English stock, and secondly of the early acces
sions which this received from the kindred speech· of the Norsemen.

Hence this section includes many of the

oldest words of the language, which are also among the most important, practically, of its living elements.
Some of these have, during their long currency, branched out into vast ramifications of

meaning, which

it costs the lexicographer much labour to disentangle, and then taxes all his ingenuity to display in
something like a

lucid and

intelligible

arrangement.

In illustration of

this one need only refer to

the verbs BE, BEAR, BEAT, BEND, BIND, BLESS, BLOW, Bow, the substantives BEAD, BED, BELL, BILL,
BLADE, BOARD, BODY, BOND, BOOK, BOOT, Bow, BOWL, Box, the adjectives BETTER, BEST, BIG, BLACK,
BOLD, BOTH, all of which have come down to us from Old English or even Old Teutonic times.

these are reinforced by a
BEAST, BEAUTY

considerable array of words from Old

and its English

French, many of which, as

And

BATTLE,

BEEF, BILL, BLUE, BONNET, BORDER, Boss, BOUND, BOWL 2,

family,

are now no less' native', and of no less practical importance, than the Teutonic words; while others, as
BELDAME, BELFRY, BEVER, BIAS, BIBLE,

BOMB, BOTCH, BOWEL, have a

history full of

interest.

This

Part also contains the long list of words, chiefly verbs and their derivatives, compounded with the prefix
BE-.

These number, current and obsolete, nearly

1500;

and, if all had been set forth in their alphabetical

places as main words, they would have taken up more space than could well be allotted to them.
seemed sufficient, therefore, that all those words (about
whether on account of

850)

It has

which appear to require separate treatment,

their meaning, long history, or frequent modern use, should be treated in their

alphabetical order among other words;

the remainder (nearly

600)

of rare or single occurrence, trivial

importance, or obvious meaning (e. g. bebooted, bemuslined, beperiwigged, bebishop, becarpet, becobweb, bedirty,

bedrizzle, beduch ess), being arranged in groups under the various uses of the prefix BE-, where each can
be studied in connexion with other words of similar formation;

each is also provided with at least one

quotation, so as to show by whom and in what connexion it has been used.
In the Etymology much more original work has had to be done than in the two preceding parts.
The B- words are full of

problems which have baffled the efforts of all investigators:

every one of these

has received a fresh and independent investigation, in which assistance has been rendered by some of the
first living philologists;

and the result has been the discovery of new facts, or the elimination of old errors,

In addition to the words of Old English and Old French origin, and the numerous
terms of more recent adoption, and more or less known source, as beltane, blatant, bog, boomerang, boor, bosJz,
boycott, this Part contains an extraordinary number of words of unknown or uncertain derivation. Many
in regard to many words.

of these have no kin in other languages, but stand quite alone in English, and, it cannot be doubted, are
more or less recent creations of English itself-instances of onomatopoeia in its true etymological sense of
'name-creation '.

For B contains many iilustrations of the fact that has of late years powerf ully impressed

itself upon philological students, that the creative period of language, the epoch of' roots', has never come
The' origin of language' is not to be sought merely in a far-off Indo-European antiquity, or
to an end.
in a still earlier pre-Aryan yore-time; it is still in perennial process around us.

A literary language, with

its more accessible store of words already in use and sufficient for all ordinary requirements, its more
permanent memories and traditions, its constant appeals to an authoritative precedent-' Where did you
Is it in the Dictionary? Is it English at all? Can you cite it from any of the masters
The new word is apt to die almost as soon as born,
of English Prose?' -'--is hostile to word-creation.

find that word?

the italics or inverted commas which apologize for its very
But such is not the case with language in its natural state, where
words are estimated simply as they serve their purpose of communicating the thought or feeling of the
moment, and where memory, and tradition, and precedent are only contributories to the fulfilment of this
function. The unwritten dialects, and, to some extent, even slang, and colloquial speech, approach in character

ashamed of its own newness, ashamed of

existence, or question its legitimacy.

to language in its natural state, aiming only at being expressive, and treating memory and precedent as

... Of these 8765 words, 5323 are Main Words, treated each in detail in a separate article; 1873 are Combinations or Compound Words,
explained and illustrated in connexion with the main words which form their first elements; 1569 are Subordinate entries chiefly of distinct
forms of words likely to be referred to by readers, here explained by a single word, and referred to the Mam word to which they belong.
Ofthe 323 Main words, 3802 lU"e in current use, 1379 are marked (t) as Obsolete, and only l.p as (Ill/oreign or imperfectly naturalized.
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In the local d ialects, then, i n slan g, in colloqu ial use, new vocables and new

ministers, not as masters.

e x pressions may at any time be ab ru ptly brought forth to serve the needs of the moment, in, accordance with

feelings of inher ent n atura l fi t nes s, of imitative sugg estiveness, or of subtle instinctive analogy with groups
of words or parts of words already familiar.

Some of these pass at length from colloquial, into epistolary,

journalistic, and, finally, into general l iterary use, or from the colloquy of the novel into the literar y composition
of the novelist, and are registered in the di ctionary as 'new words', the origin of which is searched for a!'i
v ainly in the

'

word-hoard' of Old Englis h speech, or even the fu l lest vocabul ary of I nd o - Eu ropean roots,

as in a school-manual of Latin and Greek roots and affixes.

The dialect Glossaries abound in words of

this kind; and among those to be found in these pa ges , bam, bamboozle, bang, bash, bilk, binge, birl, birsle,
birr, blab, blabber, blad, blare, blash, blatter, blear, bleb, blight, blizzard, blob, blore, blot, blotch, blowse, blub,
blubber, bludgeon, bluff, blunder, blunt, blur, blurt, bluster, bl tther, blutter, bob
boodle, boom

(in

some senses) , bore, bosh, bother, bounce, box

(a

( in

some senses) , bodge, bogus,

b low ) , are words which cannot be traced

to any ancient' roots ', but are, for the most part at l east, examples of more or less recent word - crea t i on .

In the preparation of this Part much voluntary assistance has to

be

acknowledged.

The following

portions , before being taken in hand by the Editor and his staff in the Scriptorium, were sub-edited by.

the

gentlemen,

and the lady, whose names are appended
I

- Baz, BeaBath
- Becll.tch
Beb
Because - Bedw-

Bow
Bee
Bel
Bo
Bic

all)

i!a

- Bitten
- Bowingness
- Behy- Betrust_ Bolster- Big

=

Many friends

have

me

}

:-

The Rev. ARTHUR P. FAYERS, Rawdon, near Leeds.
Mr. W. M. ROSSETTI, 5 Endsleigh Gardens , N.W.
Mr. G.

L. ApPERSON, lI8 Alexandra Road, Wimbledon, S.W.

'

IMr. E.
I The Rev. C.
MIss J.

E. A. BROWN, Further Barton, near C-I r encester.

GUNTHORPE, White House, Bramall Lane, Sheffield.
B.

MOUNT, M.A., Norham Road, Oxford.

aided in the investigation of the

Gibbs, M.A., and the Rev. J. B.

a

Dr. BRACKEBUSCH, The H igh School for Boys, Finchley Ro d, N.W.

J ohnston ,

important additions or emendations;

history of part icular words *.

Mr. H. Hucks

B.D., have day by day revised the pro ofs, and communicated

Mr. Fitzedward Hall, D.C.L., has, as

a

gratu itous service

to the

h istory of the l anguage , devoted four hours dai l y to the critical examination of the proof-sheets and the
filling up of deficiencies whether in the vocabulary or the quotations:
has not thus enriched by his contributions.

there is s carcely a page which he

Prof. Eduard Sievers, of T ti b ingen, has continued his voluntary

help in revising and annotating the etymologies of the Teutonic words, to the accuracy of which he has
made many contrib u tions;

M. Paul Meyer, of Paris, Member of the I nstitute, has given his help in aII

articles dealing with difficult points of French etymology.

Prof. Rhys, of Oxford, has

assistance in Celti c, in which help has also been contributed by the

given

Rev. D. S ilvan Evans

constan t
new

(whose

'Welsh Dict i o nary will make an epoch in Welsh Lexicography), and Prof. Mac kinnon of Edinburgh.

Mr.

W. R. Morfill, M.A., of Oriel College, Oxford, has contributed valuable help in the treatment of words of

For various words etymological hints have been contributed by Prof. Skeat, and the Re v.

Slavonic origin.

A. L. Mayhew, M.A., Oxford .

To the names, previously mentioned, of scholars who have cour teously given

their assistance on various points, are to be added those of the Very Rev. the Dean of Canterbury, th e Rev.
Pro fessor Sanday of Exeter Co ll ege, the Rev. Dr. C. Bigg, of Christ Church, Prof. Sir M. Mon ier-Wi lliams,
t he
I

R e v. Professor Legge, Mr. J. T. Platts, M.A., of the In di a n Insti tute, Oxford ; Dr. John Percy,
G l o ucester Crescent, Paddington; Prof. Lapworth of the M son Science College, Birmingham; Dr. De Vries;

Leiden.

The help of all these is gratefully recognized.

Mr. Henry Bradley, whose valued ass i st ance I have to acknowledge in the etymology as fa r as p.

has since cooperated with me in editing the words from

BORE

to BOUNDEN.

1000,

Mr. A. Erlebach, B.A., has

co nti n ued to re vise and annotat e the proofs.
The assistants in the Scriptor i um who have been engaged on
this Part are Messrs. John Mitchell, G. F. H. Syke s, B.A., 'Walter Worrall, B.A., F. E. Bu m by, A. Ti
Maling, B.A., R. H. L ord, M.A., and C. G. Balk, whos e z ealo us coopera tion I desire to acknowledge .

OXFORD, Jan.

J.

I, 1887.

A. H. MURRAY.

* I ,:,ould men! on especially Mr. R. B. Prosser, whose commun i ation of early quotations from
Patent Office
.
su pplied many tust m
st ances for wo rds connected WIth art or manufactures; Mr. A. Beazeley for various architectural tenus' Miss Editq
Prznce, ,and many historical terms; the Rev. C. B. :\f oun t , Blackguard, and several of the componnds of Blac ; Dr. E. B.
T lor, iwomeral:g, BOJl a., Boyztna, and other words; IV!r, E.
A. Petheri ck, Boomerang, and other Australian words ; Mr. C. Gray, DraxIpont,
?
\\ Imbledon, yanous ffilhtaryand naval terms; Mr. Jul an Marshall,
oston , Bowl, etc.; Prof. F. P o llock, various legal and feudal words,'
[r. R, O. Heslop, Corbndge, Bogze, Board (m coal mmes); Mr. W. J. L aw
renc e , Newcastle, co. Down many valuable contributions to thJ
words fr o m collections made by him; Mr. ,A. Caland, L eeu w aa ;de n , Holland,
the Rev. J. T. Fowler, M.A. .
\ Ice·1 rr.lclpal of Hatfield fbl,1, D"rh"rn i" Prof. Gelk!e, F.R.5" ProL S., R. Gardmer,' Dr. F" Chance, Sydcnhv" Hilt
,
- J
'
has

i

c

the Specifications in th

Thomps?n, Black

k

B

h:.5;0,.\ f}heatncal

Bosch, B wery;

